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The impact of religion on society can be said to derive partly from the fact that religion represents an authority which the nation state, irrespective of its own configuration, can never fully usurp. This is especially noteworthy in the case of an authoritarian state, such as Syria, which is assumed to have arrogated — through cooption or suppression — all alternative sources of authority. While it is true that this appropriation of power has happened in Syria constitutionally and institutionally, it is not clear whether non-state actors, even if incorporated into state-defined networks, are unable to set expectations for society. This has been observed in Syria’s private sector. Is it also true of religion? Syria offers particularly useful perspective, for it can be argued that the state there has been more successful than others in the region — Turkey, Egypt, or Jordan — in coopting local religious institutions and suppressing religious opposition. Yet, religion in Syria seems to maintain an independence enabling the production of unexpected changes that even the state must recognize.

It is to be noted, firstly, that the explanatory value of religion for understanding Syria has largely been dismissed in favor of politics and economics. Despite the occasional article, we have no comprehensive picture of religion in contemporary Syria. Research focusing on Ottoman and French colonial periods is more exact in noting the function of religion as an alternative, purportedly superior, authority and way of life over and against increasingly influential European-inspired paradigms of civilization. Religious actors, even if formulating reforms in European categories, maintained a local moral identity that diverged from state definitions and, in that sense, helped preserve at least the conception of civil society. Does Islam continue to play such a role in Syria today, now vis-à-vis the Ba’thist project? If so, is it necessary to refine how we assume religion to function under an authoritarian state?

The suggestion is that Islam in Syria cannot be reduced to state-qualified categories of suppression and cooption. Recognition of religion certainly benefits the state as a source of legitimacy in a society where religion is highly valued, especially when the state’s legitimacy is in question: this thus awards religion a latent authority that can mobilize people to civil action under certain circumstances, concrete examples of which do exist. Even when speaking of religious institutions as a sector within a state-defined context, religion still stands apart from Ba’thist ideology — not as direct challenge to the regime, but as alternative viewpoint with a mediating capacity between state and people.

Moreover, the commonly perceived division of Islam in Syria into a state-coopted Sufism (spiritual and quietist) and a state-suppressed Salafism (textual and activist) fails to see them as two strands of a single religion which are never finally separable. Both elements participated in the Sunni insurrection that culminated in the 1982 massacre at Hamah. Religious leaders of Sufi and Salafi orientation, sometimes combined in single figures, attend the same conferences, read the same publications, and teach the same religious heritage. This is not to overlook differences, even antagonism, between the two, but rather to note that leaders of both dispositions acknowledge common textual origins and common reformist goals. The Sufi-Salafi dynamic is better viewed not as essential division, but dialogue, sometimes hostile, that affects both sides. There are certainly extremist elements, such as “The Army of Damascus for Monotheism and Jihad,” but to speak of pious Muslims in Syria, Sufi and Salafi alike, is to speak overwhelmingly of a conservative, not an extremist, attitude. Those who hope for a greater place for Islam in the laws and policies, as well as the identity, of the nation, view it as a gradual process in line with the pace of reform set by the state.

By its willingness to operate within a Ba’thist defined framework, the religious establishment set the stage for a greater Islamization of society, as evident today in attire, behavior, values, and mindset. The fact that the secular opposition is so insignificant is due not only to state strate-
gies, but also to the freedom the religious establishment has had — to open schools and centers, distribute publications, teach, and preach a way of life, thereby cultivating a societal moral consciousness shaped by the authority of Islam. Advice in decision-making, including legal decisions, continues to be sought from religious authorities who receive a traditional "licensing" in the law of Islam not from any state agency but the personal authorization of a recognized sheikh. Religious leaders do at times parrot state rhetoric, even with conviction. They also enjoy considerable leeway to promote religion and even introduce it into the national discourse, forcing state circles to respond with their own conceptualization of Islam. The secularist, socialist state has become a player in the game of defining religion — a game it does not have the authority to win in the end, even if it has shown some success in playing it.

State legitimacy has been framed largely in terms of the economic needs of the people and commercial aspirations of the private sector. Religion too, as a sector incorporated into the state, has become a constituency to be patronized. The state has funded a now widespread network of elementary-level centers, often attached to mosques, for the memorization of the Qur'an. Degree-granting programs, through the doctorate, have been opened under the supervision of the religious establishment, e.g. at Abu Nour and Masjid al-Fath. Aside from the religion curriculum of state schools, which functions to promote the pan-Arabism of Ba'athist ideology, popular education in Islam as provided by the religious establishment serves other purposes. It introduces Islam into the life of the nation in a way that goes beyond the symbolism of its constitutional status as the religion of the president and a possible source of legislation. To be sure, the state monitors religious activity, but its existence outside state institutions has worked to preserve, even strengthen, the influence of religion.

This can explain recent state concessions to Islam: the decision to allow prayer, a kind of religious association, in the military; and the licenses granted to the first Islamic banks. Who is co-opting whom? Is the state going Islamic? No, but it cannot neglect the religiously imbued loyalties and aspirations of its people. The few members of parliament known to represent Islam, there as a way to integrate Islam into the state, bring an official sanction to their proposed measures in the name of Islam. Their project, for example, to renew "religious speech" (al-khitab al-dini) does coincide with state interests in defining "true" Islam as a moderate religion, but it also awards Islam an effective, nationally recognized position from which to speak to contemporary society.

While the path to liberalization seems a never-ending process, it is worth asking about Islamic political parties in Syria's future. The recent Tenth Ba'ath Party Congress called for — even if it did not formulate details for implementing — change, including non-state-regulated political parties. This, however, is limited to secularly — not religiously or ethnically-oriented parties. Given the weakness of the secular opposition, the viability of such parties will depend on their ability to form alliances with the state-banned religious opposition. The state has made clear it will not tolerate this. A combined secular-religious opposition, however, is not the only scenario for the political future of Islam in Syria.

MPs who represent Islam, having unsuccessfully requested state reconsideration of religiously oriented parties, still discuss publicly the importance of political representation that is religious but does not reduce religion to politics. This, to them, would lead not to the politicization of Islam, but the preservation of its moral integrity. Allowing Islam a public voice in the form of political parties as so conceived would effectively allow the religion to address popular sentiment, shape the moral discourse of the nation, and prevent the politicization of Islam by extremist elements claiming to speak in the name of God. Religious actors are thus seeking to ensure the societal influence of Islam in view of anticipated change but with the goal of Islam as moral authority not political end. Implicit in this strategizing is a conception of Islam as civic-minded religion where toleration, not coercion, is paramount principle: an affirmation of religious pluralism emerging from within religious circles committed to preventing the distortion of Islam by extremists, who, in the opinion of these MPs, would undermine its credibility as formative agent of the moral fabric of Syrian society.

Islam in Syria is in a position to participate in and even facilitate the political transformation envisioned by the state and demanded by current domestic and regional challenges. This is not to suggest a one-to-one correspondence between state and religion thinking on a pluralistic future — even within a Ba'ath framework — but rather a partnership, wherein both sides have goals of self-preservation that may produce unexpected results. The religion, seeking to protect its moral authority, is showing signs of
framing at least the beginnings of democratic procedure. Wherever things end up, it is at the very least necessary for us to revise our perception of religion in Syria. Along with other sectors, amidst shifting circumstances and needs, religion needs to be taken into account in explaining (civil) society within the context of the authoritarian state.
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